Experimental evolution of multicellularity
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Multicellularity was one of the most significant innovations in the history of life, but its initial evolution remains poorly understood. Using experimental evolution, we show that key steps in this transition could have occurred quickly. We subjected the unicellular yeast *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* to an environment in which we expected multicellularity to be adaptive. We observed the rapid evolution of clustering genotypes that display a novel multicellular life history characterized by reproduction via multicellular propagules, a juvenile phase, and determinate growth. The multicellular clusters are unicellular, minimizing within-cluster genetic conflicts of interest. Simple among-cell division of labor rapidly evolved. Early multicellular strains were composed of physiologically similar cells, but these subsequently evolved higher rates of programmed cell death (apoptosis), an adaptation that increases propagule productivity. These results show that key aspects of multicellular complexity, a subject of central importance to biology, can readily evolve from unicellular eukaryotes.

Multicellularity was one of the most significant innovations in the history of life, but its initial evolution remains poorly understood. Using experimental evolution, we show that key steps in this transition could have occurred quickly. We subjected the unicellular yeast *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* to an environment in which we expected multicellularity to be adaptive. We observed the rapid evolution of clustering genotypes that display a novel multicellular life history characterized by reproduction via multicellular propagules, a juvenile phase, and determinate growth. The multicellular clusters are unicellular, minimizing within-cluster genetic conflicts of interest. Simple among-cell division of labor rapidly evolved. Early multicellular strains were composed of physiologically similar cells, but these subsequently evolved higher rates of programmed cell death (apoptosis), an adaptation that increases propagule productivity. These results show that key aspects of multicellular complexity, a subject of central importance to biology, can readily evolve from unicellular eukaryotes.

The evolution of multicellularity was transformative for life on earth (1). In addition to larger size, multicellularity increased biological complexity through the formation of new biological structures. For example, multicellular organisms have evolved sophisticated, higher-level functionality via cooperation among component cells with complementary behaviors (2, 3). However, dissolution and death of multicellular individuals occurs when cooperation breaks down, cancer being a prime example (4). There are multiple mechanisms to help ensure cooperation of component cells in most extant multicellular species (5–8), but the origin and the maintenance of multicellularity are two distinct evolutionary problems. Component cells in a nascent multicellular organism would appear to have frequent opportunities to pursue noncooperative reproductive strategies at a cost to the reproduction of the multicellular individual. How, then, does the transition to multicellularity occur?

Understanding the evolution of complex multicellular individuals from unicellular ancestors has been extremely challenging, largely because the first steps in this process occurred in the deep past (>200 million years ago) (9, 10). As a result, transitional forms have been lost to extinction, and little is known about the physiology, ecology, and evolutionary processes of incipient multicellularity (11). Nonetheless, several key steps have been identified for this transition. Because multicellular organisms are composed of multiple cells, the first step in this transition was likely the evolution of genotypes that form simple cellular clusters (1, 3, 12–16). It is not known whether this occurs more readily although aggregation of genetically distinct cells, as in biofilms, or by mother–daughter cell adhesion after division. Once simple clusters have evolved, selection among multicelled clusters must predominate over selection among single cells within clusters (1, 15, 17, 18). The mode of cluster formation may affect the occurrence of this shift. Aggregation of genetically distinct free-living cells could lead to conflicts of interest among cells within the cluster, potentially inhibiting adaptation in cluster-level traits (6, 19, 20). Clusters that are formed via postdivision adhesion are uniclonal and thus avoid this potential conflict. Finally, for cellular differentiation to evolve, division of labor among cells within a cluster must increase cluster-level fitness (15, 21–23).

Prior experimental work with de novo transitions to multicellularity have focused mainly on the ecological conditions that would favor the evolution of cellular clusters. Boraas et al. (16) have shown that predation by a small-mouthed ciliate results in the evolution of eight-celled clusters of the previously single-celled algae *Chlorella*. Koschwanez et al. (18) have shown that metabolic cooperation among cluster-forming yeast allows them to grow at low densities prohibitive to growth of single-celled yeast. However, previous work has not systematically examined the de novo evolution of cellular clusters and their subsequent multicellular evolution. Here we use experimental evolution to directly explore the evolution of early multicellularity, focusing on the mode of cluster formation (postdivision adhesion vs. aggregation), the shift from single-cell to cluster-level selection, and the evolution of among-cell division of labor.

We used gravity to select for primitive multicellularity in the unicellular yeast *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*. Clusters of cells settle through liquid more quickly than do single cells, allowing us to easily select for clustering genotypes. Settling selection was chosen not because it is widespread in nature, but rather because it is an experimentally tractable method to select for larger size. Ten replicate populations of initially isogenic *S. cerevisiae* were grown in nutrient-rich liquid medium with shaking to stationary phase (109 cells/replicate population) before subculturing and daily transfer to fresh medium. All replicate populations were allowed to stand for 45 min before transfer to 10 mL fresh medium, during which time cells settled toward the bottom of the culture tube. Cells in the lower 100 μL were then transferred to fresh medium. After the first week, we modified the settling step to be more time efficient by using 100 × g, 10-s centrifugations of 1.5-mL subsamples from the shaken 10-mL tube to settle population fractions for transfer to fresh medium. We expected these conditions to select for clusters of cells, whether by postdivision adhesion or by aggregation.

Results

We observed rapid increases in settling rate over the course of selection. After 60 transfers, all populations were dominated by roughly spherical snowflake-like phenotypes consisting of multiple attached cells (Fig. 1 and Figs. S1 and S2). We verified the selective benefit of the snowflake phenotype, showing that it has a 34% fitness advantage over individual cells under the selection conditions (Fig. 2A; b0 = 4.53, P = 0.004, one-sided t test), whereas it appears to suffer a 10% fitness cost in the absence of settling selection (b0 = 1.92, P = 0.06, one-sided t test).
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Mechanism of Cluster Formation. In theory, multicellular clusters could increase in cell number either by aggregation of single cells or by postdivision adhesion. The latter method results in high genetic identity within clusters, reducing potential conflict between unicellular and multicellular levels of selection (6, 24). Many genotypes of *S. cerevisiae* aggregate into biofilm-like clusters of cells, termed “flocs,” by producing adhesive glycoproteins in their cell walls (25), but we found that snowflake-phenotype yeast do not arise from floc-type aggregation. Individual cells, obtained by enzymatic digestion of snowflake clusters, were tracked via microscopy for 16 h of growth (Movie S1). During this time each cell was seen to give rise to a new snowflake-type cluster, whereas aggregation was never seen, demonstrating that clusters arise via postdivision adhesion and not by aggregation of previously separate cells. Cell adhesion sites were identified by calcofluor staining, which preferentially stains yeast bud scars, confirming that the group of cells making up the snowflake phenotype arises via successive divisions of component cells (Fig. 2B). Snowflake yeast are also phenotypically stable: we transferred three replicate populations of snowflake yeast (drawn from replicate population 1, day 30, of our first evolution experiment) 35 times without gravitational selection and did not detect invasion by any unicellular strains.

The snowflake clusters are distinct from *S. cerevisiae* pseudohyphal phenotypes, which have filamentous elongate cells and arise under conditions of nutrient stress (26). Clustering in snowflake-phenotype yeast is independent of pseudohyphal growth, as the snowflake phenotype is stable under both high- and low-nutrient conditions. Individual cells within clusters retain the ancestral ability to form pseudohyphae when starved, but remain oval (not elongate) during standard culture conditions (Fig. S3).

Selection of Multicellular Traits. The evolution of multicellularity requires an increasing role for natural selection among multicellular individuals, relative to selection among cells within individuals (1, 3, 15, 17, 27, 28). We investigated the transition between unicellular and multicellular life by studying two emergent traits of multicellular snowflake-phenotype yeast, cluster reproduction, and settling survival. New clusters can potentially arise by production of either unicellular or multicellular propagules. Examples of both modes of reproduction occur among extant multicellular species, including plants; propagules that develop from a single cell are common among animals (6). We determined the reproductive mode using time-lapse microscopy. Individual clusters were inoculated into 0.5-µL drops of fresh medium and grown overnight. In all cases, daughter clusters (with similar “snowflake” morphology) were produced as multicellular propagules (Fig. 3A and Movie S2). These propagules were released sequentially and not via mass dissolution of the parental cluster. In contrast to the unicellular ancestor, which divides into two daughter cells of similar size, propagules were consistently less than half the size of their parental clusters (Fig. 3B). No propagules were produced by clusters less than a minimal size, demonstrating that the snowflake phenotype exhibits juvenile/adult life stage differentiation (Fig. 3B).

To test for a shift in selection from cell to cluster-level traits, we imposed further selection over 35 transfers, with three contrasting regimes. Conditions were similar to previous experiments, except that we established a gradient in the strength of selection by varying the time available for gravitational settling (5, 15, or 25 min at 1 × g) before transfer to fresh medium. The source for the nine new populations, three replicate populations per treatment, was...
a single day 30 population in which the snowflake phenotype had already evolved. With mutation as the only source of within-cluster genetic variants, selection among clusters was expected to dominate within-cluster selection, leading to adaptation in multicellular traits. After 35 daily transfers, stronger selection led to greater settling speed. Populations selected under the 5-min regime had a 20% greater settling rate than those populations selected under 15- or 25-min settling schemes (Fig. 3D; \( F_{2, 115} = 15.75; \) ANOVA, pairwise differences assessed with Tukey’s HSD with \( \alpha = 0.05 \)). Major changes in cluster-level traits that affect settling speed were observed. In the treatment selected for rapid settling, clusters were larger, contained more cells, and produced larger propagules (Fig. 3C and Movie S3). Clusters also grew to a similar size and then grew no larger, indicating determinate growth (Fig. 3C and Fig. S4). The average size of a cluster at reproduction increased by more than twofold in the 5-min settling treatment, relative to the ancestral snowflake-phenotype cluster before the 35 additional cycles of selection (Fig. 3E; \( F_{2, 115} = 74.5; \) \( P < 0.0001 \); ANOVA, pairwise differences assessed with Tukey’s HSD with \( \alpha = 0.05 \)). The longer juvenile phase, which delays propagule production until the parental cluster is larger (Fig. 3C), is an emergent multicellular trait. Because the response to selection changed the multicellular phenotype, we conclude that selection was acting on the reproduction and survival of individual clusters rather than on that of their component cells.

**Within-Cluster Division of Labor.** Cellular differentiation is a hallmark of complex multicellularity. However, the conditions required for its evolution are stringent, particularly when one cell type sacrifices direct reproduction to benefit the whole. Cells that forgo reproduction must be related to those that reproduce [i.e., positive Hamilton’s \( r \) (24)], and benefits of divided labor must exceed the opportunity cost of lost reproduction (21). We observed the evolution of division of labor through programmed cell death (apoptosis), a mechanism used by snowflake yeast to increase propagule number at the expense of propagule size.

Optimal propagule size depends on a trade-off between the settling rate and the relative growth rate of snowflake yeast. Large-bodied, fast-settling snowflake yeast grow less quickly than smaller snowflake yeast, possibly because interior cells become resource limited in large clusters (Fig. 4A; \( F_{1, 10.8} = 9.89; \) \( P = 0.0094 \); REML-ANOVA, adjusted \( r^2 = 0.52 \)). For rapid-settling snowflake yeast with slow growth rates, this trade-off may be mitigated by the production of smaller propagules (relative to the cluster producing them). Snowflake yeast that produce smaller propagules can make more of them, increasing a cluster’s fecundity, and smaller propagules will be relatively faster growing than larger propagules (Fig. 4A). To generate proportionally smaller propagules, each reproductive event must be asymmetric, with propagules having less than half the biomass of the parent. Apoptotic cells may generate “weak links” that allow small branches to separate from large clusters (Fig. S5), resulting in the production of relatively smaller propagules.

In the first multicelled genotypes to evolve (14–28 transfers), the frequency of apoptotic cells [determined by dihydroorhodamine 123 (DHR) staining of reactive oxygen species (29–31)] was not correlated with settling rate (Fig. 4B; \( P = 0.91; r^2 = 0.005 \) linear regression). Therefore, apoptosis is not simply a side effect of
snowflake size. After further selection (60 transfers total), however, the frequency of apoptotic cells within snowflake clusters was highly correlated with settling rate (Fig. 4B; $P = 0.01; r^2 = 0.91$, linear regression). To test the hypothesis that large cluster size favors the evolution of apoptosis, rather than causing it directly, we performed two additional experiments. In contrast to correlations across genotypes (Fig. 4B), we found no relationship within a genotype between the size of an individual cluster and the fraction of apoptotic cells (Fig. 5A). Next, we put an isolate that forms large clusters and exhibits high rates of apoptosis through one round of selfing sex and then examined settling rate and apoptosis in the resulting offspring. Again, these traits were not correlated (Fig. 5B), demonstrating that apoptosis is not simply a side effect of large cluster size. Large average cluster size and higher rates of apoptosis have apparently coevolved.

Dead cells were often stunted or otherwise morphologically aberrant (Fig. S6), potentially decreasing the strength of their connection to daughter cells. With short-term time-lapse microscopy, we have observed propagule separation occurring between a pair of dead cells using video microscopy (Movie S4). To determine whether dead cells are generally involved in propagule separation, we examined their location within propagules. Because clusters grow through parent–offspring adhesion, the central (oldest) cell in the propagule is the site of separation from the parent cluster. The frequency of death in these central clusters (76%) was far in excess of the random expectation (6%; $P < 0.0001, n = 17$, binomial probability test) in individuals with one or more dead cells, demonstrating an association between cell death and separation of propagules from parents. Manual fragmentation of snowflake clusters did not cause cell death (Fig. S7), so dead cells in propagules are more likely to be a cause than a consequence of cell separation.

To further test the hypothesis that apoptosis is a cause of propagule separation, and not its consequence, we compared size at reproduction and percentage apoptosis in isolates drawn from 14- and 60-transfer populations. We also experimentally induced increased apoptosis and observed its effects on propagule size. After 14 transfers, snowflake phenotype yeast have only the low ancestral rates of apoptosis (Fig. 6A) and propagules that are 40% the size of their parents (Fig. 6D), whereas 60-transfer isolates have more apoptosis (Fig. 6B) and propagules that are less than 20% the size of parent clusters (Fig. 6D; $F_{1,20} = 15.72, P = 0.002$, Bonferroni-corrected preplanned contrast). Proportionally smaller propagules resulted from a large increase in parent size and only a small increase in propagule size. From transfer 14 to 60, cluster size at reproduction increased from an average of 3.042–9.075 μm², and offspring size increased from an average of 1.193–1.871 μm². To test the hypothesis that apoptosis results in the production of proportionally smaller propagules, we induced apoptosis in the 14-transfer isolate by subculturing yeast in YPD supplemented with 40 mM acetate for 4 h (32). This increased the frequency of DHR-stained (apoptotic) cells from 0.2 to 2.7% and reduced propagule size to less than 30% that of parent clusters (Fig. S6; $F_{1,20} = 6.07, P = 0.044$, Bonferroni-corrected preplanned contrast).

The selective benefits of apoptosis occur only in large snowflake phenotypes, as seen in the evolution of increased rates of apoptosis in faster-settling populations over the course of the experiment (Fig. 4B). As snowflake yeast evolved a twofold increase in size at reproduction over 14–60 transfers (Fig. 6C), propagule size

Fig. 4. Across-population comparison of early vs. late snowflake phenotype yeast. (A) Snowflake-phenotype yeast face a trade-off between growth and settling rates. Relative growth rate is calculated as the number of doublings per isolate during a 4-h experiment, relative to the fastest growing isolate. Snowflake yeast adapted during the course of the experiment, moving the trade-off function away from the origin. Symbols indicate the replicate population (▲ replicate population 1; ■ replicate population 5; ▼ replicate population 7; ● replicate population 8; + replicate population 9). (B) The frequency of apoptotic cells (measured by dihydrorhodamine 123 staining for reactive oxygen species) was not correlated with settling rate in the first snowflake genotypes to evolve in each population ($r^2 = 0.005$). By 60 transfers, however, settling rate and apoptosis are highly correlated ($r^2 = 0.91$).

Fig. 5. Apoptosis is not a side effect of large cluster size. (A) We measured the relationship between the size of individual clusters and the percentage of cells that were apoptotic. Among clusters of a single genotype (isolated from either 14 or 60 transfers), there was no measurable effect of cluster size on apoptosis frequency ($P = 0.36$, ANCOVA with yeast strain as the cofactor) among snowflake yeast isolated after either 14 or 60 transfers from replicate population 1. (B) To determine if cluster size and apoptosis frequency are independently heritable, we selfed an isolate that forms large clusters with high rates of apoptosis and then assayed the resulting fast-settling progeny for apoptosis. Again, there was no relationship between cluster size (measured by settling rate) and apoptosis frequency ($P = 0.55$, linear regression). These results demonstrate that apoptosis is not simply a side effect of large cluster size, but rather that isolates evolving larger cluster size also evolved higher rates of apoptosis.
Fig. 6. High rates of apoptosis evolve, decreasing propagule size. (A and B) High rates of apoptosis evolve between transfers 14 and 60 in replicate population 1. Yeast were incubated with the red dead-cell stain propidium iodide (PI) and the apoptosis stain DHR. Cells in the early stages of apoptosis stain green; cells dying from apoptosis stain with both PI and DHR, appearing yellow/orange; and necrotic cells stain red. (C) By 60 transfers, snowflake yeast had evolved to settle more rapidly than the 14 transfer isolate. Shown are stationary-phase cultures allowed to settle on the bench for 10 min. This is due to an increase in the size of the cluster at reproduction. Shown are the averages of seven single-cluster overnight life-history analyses, per genotype. Error bars are the SEM. (D) Apoptosis decreases propagule size. The 60 transfer strain, which has evolved a larger size at reproduction (C) and increased rates of apoptosis relative to the 14 transfer strain (A and B), produces proportionally smaller propagules. Experimental induction of apoptosis in the 14 transfer strain reduced propagule size. Shown are the averages of eight (14 and 60 transfers, apoptosis not induced) and seven (14 transfers, apoptosis induced) single-cluster overnight life-history analyses. Error bars are SEM.

Discussion

Although known transitions to complex multicellularity, with clearly differentiated cell types, occurred over millions of years (9, 33), we have shown that the first crucial steps in the transition from unicellularity to multicellularity can evolve remarkably quickly under appropriate selective conditions. Multicelled snowflake-phenotype yeast evolved in all 15 replicate populations, in two separate experiments, within 60 d of settling selection. All snowflake yeast formed clusters through postdivision adhesion, not aggregation. This method of growth ensures high relatedness among individual cells within the cluster, aligning the fitness of individual cells with their genetically identical kin within a cluster (6, 24). Aggregation through flocc-type adhesion was not observed in any of our experiments, possibly because this method of growth is prone to within-group conflict (25). Choanoflagellates, the closest unicellular ancestor to animals, can form multicellular colonies through postdivision adhesion (34), raising the possibility that a similar step was instrumental in the evolution of animal multicellularity.

We observed adaptation of multicellular traits, indicating a shift in selection from individual cells to multicellular individuals. In response to selection for even more rapid settling, snowflake-phenotype yeast adapted through changes in their multicellular life history, increasing the length of the juvenile phase that precedes production of multicellular propagules. We also observed the evolution of division of labor within the cluster: most cells remain viable and reproduce, but a minority of cells become apoptotic. Apoptotic cells act as break points within multicellular clusters, allowing snowflake yeast to produce a greater number of propagules from a given number of cells. This is functionally analogous to germ-soma differentiation, where cells specialize into reproductive and nonreproductive tasks (35). These results demonstrate that multicellular traits readily evolve as a consequence of among-cluster selection.

Apoptosis is integral to development and somatic maintenance in extant metazoans (36). Apoptosis-like cellular suicide is also surprisingly widespread among unicellular organisms, including S. cerevisiae (29–31, 37), and was present in our ancestral unicellular strain. However, apoptosis rapidly evolved a new, co-opted function in our multicellular yeast with no obvious parallel in the unicellular ancestor. Similarly, the existence of apoptosis-like cellular suicide in the unicellular ancestors of metazoans (38) may be an important preadaptation, facilitating the evolution of complex multicellularity (39). Apoptotic cells, like nonreproductive somatic tissue, leave no direct descendants once they differentiate. Their frequency never evolved beyond 2% in any of our snowflake-phenotype yeast strains. This is consistent with the hypothesis that the earliest somatic tissue should constitute only a small percentage of the multicelled organism’s biomass; otherwise, the fitness cost of nonreproductive tissue would outweigh the benefit of divided labor (21).

Our results are consistent with several observations on the tempo and mode of the evolution of multicellularity. Recent studies of volvocine multicellularity demonstrate that, contrary to some theoretical expectations (40), the evolution of multicellularity does not require extensive expansion of genomic complexity (41). The fossil record shows that long periods of stasis are often punctuated by bursts of rapid evolution (42), presumably due to shifts in selective conditions and dramatic evolutionary responses. Over the history of life, multicellularity has evolved repeatedly in unrelated phylogenetic groups (10). The potential for the evolution of multicellularity may be less constrained than is frequently postulated.

Materials and Methods

Methods for our main selection procedures, relative fitness assays, divergent selection experiment, cluster-level life-history analyses, and analysis of trade-offs between growth and settling rates are found in SI Materials and Methods. Methods for the experimental induction of apoptosis, quantification of apoptosis, determination that dead-cells are involved in propagule production and settling sex experiments can also be found in SI Materials and Methods. Methods for preparation and analysis of fluorescent images are also in SI Materials and Methods.
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